OLD GEELONG FOOTBALL CLUB: POST-SEASON NEWSLETTER, OCTOBER 2012 (PREMIERSHIP EDITION)

KEEP UPDATED WITH THE LATEST OGS NEWS AT - WWW.OLDGEELONG.COM.AU

PRESIDENT’S REPORT – Jimmy Legoe
As 2012 draws to a close, it will be one that the Old Geelong FC community will look back on fondly in years to come. Whilst the Seniors were one
win short of playing off for the ultimate prize, premierships to our other three sides mark this season as one of the most successful in the Club’s
fifty-nine year history. For the Committee, Coaches, Players, Sponsors, Members and Supporters, it was just reward for a lot of the hard work that
has been injected into the Club in recent times. The goals and objectives set out by the current Committee in the Mission Statement created two
years ago are on the verge of becoming a reality, with significant steps in the right direction being seen on and off the field.
The appointment of Frank Dunell as our Senior Coach has paid dividends in his first season at the Club. The instant respect he was afforded from
the playing group confirmed to the Committee that the right man was at the helm of the Old Geelong FC. Surrounding him was a dedicated and
committed support group including Marcus Hastings (Playing Assistant Coach), Michael Holland (Junior Assistant Coach/Team Manager), Steen
Balodis (Team Runner), Peter Power (Fitness Coach), Chris Rubick (Reserves Coach), Jack Wall (Reserves Runner/Team Manager), Simon and Dan
O’Brien (Co-Coaches of the U19’s) and Andrew Catchlove (Club XVIII Coach). This structure enhanced the professionalism around the Club and in
doing so laid the foundations for the level of success we were able to achieve in 2012:
SENIORS: 14 wins, 3

rd

RESERVES: 18 wins, Premiers

UNDER 19’s: 14 wins, Premiers

CLUBBIES: 13 wins, Premiers

“A WINNING PERCENTAGE OF 76% ACROSS THE CLUB”
More importantly, it has created a culture that we will look to take into next year and beyond. The reappointments of Frank Dunell, Chris Rubick
and Dan O’Brien to the same roles again next year will be a real driving force for us to go one better in 2013. Whilst looking at retaining the
services of the remainder of the coaching structure, we are also exploring other personnel to further improve the level of coaching offered to
players of the Old Geelong Football Club.
Whilst somewhat of a biased view, my personal highlight was the progress and development of our Under 19’s side. Thanks to the persistence of
Club Legend Peter Lemon, the Committee has invested some serious time and money into establishing an environment that allows for school
leavers to transition into the Old Geelong FC. We only have to look back at the previous Under 19 premiership side of 2009 and see that six of the
players have since developed into regular Senior footballers at the OGS this season. The youth of the OGS is our future and 2012 was further
evidence that we are going down the right path. The support from our two feeder schools continues to grow and was evidenced with 12 current
school boys playing with the OGS in 2012. Whilst not all could be squeezed into the side for the Grand Final, we were very thankful to have the
services of Will Sloss, Will Holmes, Jock Grimshaw and Charles Burbury on Grand Final day and they will forever be known as OGFC Premiership
Players along with their fellow teammates. Thanks must go to David Oman and Shem Fitzgerald as well as the parents of these boys for making
this happen, and we look forward to replicating the school boys’ involvements in years to come.
Off-the-field, it has also been a big year for the OGFC with a mid-year function to acknowledge our inaugural Club Legends (Garth Manton, Michael
Gretton-Watson and Peter Lemon) being one of the many highlights. This coincided with a drive to build a balance of funds into the OGFC
Foundation which has been created to provide a corpus which will be used to ensure the Old Geelong FC is forever financially sound. In its first
year, we are excited to report that the foundation balance is above $12k and so we thank those whom have contributed thus far. The Committee
envisages that one day the balance of this foundation will get to a level whereby the interest generated from the pool of funds will be able to cover
our annual VAFA Affiliation fees (and perhaps more!). With the costs of running an amateur football club now well in excess of $100k a year, we
are extremely thankful to those who have supported us financially (see reference to Pivot Club and Sponsors later in this newsletter). The
continued support of many has allowed the Club to return to a debt-free status and we now hold a healthy balance in our cash account to set
ourselves up in readiness for season 2013. With our membership numbers growing strongly from year-to-year, I urge you all to get back on board
the OGS train in 2013 as we target 200 non-playing members of our great Club.
Finally, I must thank the 2012 Committee of Tom Betts, Hamish McInnes, Nick Roper, Frank Herd and Peter Clarke for their support during the
year. Each and every member of the Committee has contributed in a different capacity over the years and this off-field stability was a big driver
behind the on-field success of the OGFC. As many of you would be aware, I have decided to step aside as President of the OGS as I feel that now is
the right time for myself and the Club. I have reaped enormous enjoyment from my time in the role, especially with the triple premiership success
this year, and look forward to my continued involvement on the committee in a lesser role. Look forward to seeing you all at the upcoming AGM
where the new committee will be announced.
Jimmy Legoe

2012 OGFC AGM
th

The 2012 AGM will be held on Wednesday 28 November at the Arcadia Hotel (corner of Punt & Toorak Roads, South Yarra) from 6:30pm. We
encourage all players, coaches, members and supporters to attend.

2012 OGFC AGM – WEDNESDAY 28TH NOVEMBER @ ARCADIA HOTEL (SOUTH YARRA) FROM 6:30PM

OGFC SENIORS – Frank Dunell (Senior Coach)
What a wonderful winning season it has been, given we have struggled to win home and away games in recent years, let alone finals matches.
Congratulations and thanks from me must go out to all Coaches (Chris, Catchy, Simon and Dan) who have all done an outstanding job in achieving
“Premiership Glory”. Across the board I have been extremely impressed with the playing group as a whole in their approach and dedication
throughout the season. It’s been a pleasure to coach a group of players such as this who are prepared to work and commit to each other.
Jim Legoe and his committee have led the club magnificently and it is only fitting that after four (4) years Jim (now stepping down as President) has
achieved the results that he has worked so hard for. Yes the seniors didn’t achieve the ultimate success but a strong foundation has been formed,
as part of his legacy and with the same commitment from the entire group the next step is not far away.
I would like to thank my assistants: Marcus Hastings and Mike Holland who provided great support and learning across the season along with
Steen Balodis who had the thankless job of running each Saturday. A huge amount of gratitude must also go out to Peter Power who provided the
foundation and structure for our fitness program in 2012 that held us in good stead throughout the season. Our leadership group in Ed Bayles,
Colby O’Brien, and Jack O’Shea were terrific - not only when it counted but also in providing their support and commitment throughout the year.
Moving forward I was delighted to be asked again by the committee to coach in 2013. Yes, it will be a challenge to emulate the highs of 2012 but
as a club our focus will be to move up to the next level (C-Grade). We certainly have the players to achieve this feat but it will only happen if a
commitment is made. Some players maybe are considering retirement or travelling overseas. I ask, “Why would you do that given all the work you
have done this year and the current position our club is in”. Make no doubt about it we have the strongest list in D-Grade with the potential to get
even stronger. A winning culture and work ethic is now in place after years of struggling and being the whipping dog. A Grand Final is beckoning so
to those of you who are considering retirement, rethink this strategy and give it another year.
In finishing, the match committee has begun to map out the year with the view of starting in mid to late November. Enjoy your break and see you
all at the start of summer training.

2
Players whom played every game (Forster & Hoevenaars)

4
U19 players who played seniors in 2012

43
Players rotated through the Senior side

OGFC SENIOR PREMIERSHIPS (5): 1956 (D Section), 1957 (C), 1966 (D), 1990 (E), 2005 (D2)

OGFC RESERVES – Chris Rubick (Reserves Coach)
th

The date September 16 … the venue Sandringham Oval… will always be a special time and place for me as the Old Geelong Reserves lived up to
expectations and delivered on our goal of a premiership. But a season that included 18 wins at 275% cannot be achieved without the tireless
support of many people. So whilst I could share many stories from that day about each member of the premiership team, we had 58 OGS pull the
jumper on at 11:40am all of whom played a part in our success. There is nothing better than winning a Grand Final and I would implore each of you
to come back to Como prepared for an even bigger in 2013.
I want to thank the coaching team for all their support, advice and guidance. Frank Dunell’s appointment as senior coach 12 months ago brought
some great changes to the OGS. This started with a new style of preseason courtesy of Peter Power. The legendary Essendon combination set the
tone early and our success was built from that moment. Marcus Hasting was the voice of calm and reason during season 2012 and his influence on
the playing group during what as a difficult year for him personally was a true credit to his character. Michael Holland did a fantastic job from
taking training, to his statistical analysis to his work on game day, his contribution was vital. A huge congratulations go to Dan and Simon O’Brien
for their U19 premiership which will form the basis of future success at the club. And finally, to Andrew Catchlove, who delivered our first Club
XVIII premiership. Regardless of this on-field success Catchy was undoubtedly our “clubman of the year” given his tireless work on and off the field.
Most importantly I want to thank those that worked most closely with the 2’s this year. To Jack Wall, who graduated to the magnets and role of
match day team manager this year. Your support and knowledge on match day enabled me to focus on the whole game whilst all the moves and
rotations were made. It was also fitting that Archie Whiting was able to play a ‘cameo’ coaching role in our finals campaign. Whilst I would’ve
preferred that he was fit and playing finals footy in the seniors, the ‘brains’ of our operation in 2010-2011 made a crucial contribution in our finals
campaign during some tough moments and was the difference between success and failure.
Lastly, as I sign-on for my fourth year at the OGS I want to thank and acknowledge our President Jimmy Legoe for all his help and support as he
signs off having completed four huge years as President of the club. Jim has performed every task known to man at Como and he has left the club
in a stronger position than he found it. If we all take this philosophy into our preseason campaign, then there is no doubt that we will achieve 4
premierships in 2013.

1
Ladder position held for the entire season

59
Games that Chris Rubick has now coached at the OGS

276
Reserves percentage at year end

OGFC RESERVES PREMIERSHIPS (7): 1966 (D Section), 1988 (E), 1990 (E), 1997 (D), 2005 (D2), 2007 (D1), 2012 (D1)

OGFC UNDER 19’s – Simon & Danny O’Brien (Under 19 Co-Coaches)
From extremely humble beginnings, the Old Geelong Under 19 side was able to walk with a premiership cup and medallions to match, which was
the result of a group of young men who were prepared to work extremely hard and sacrificed for one another. For this we must thank the
committee for the investment made in the team and ultimately Jimmy Legoe who was not only president of the club but also team manager and
often water boy for the ‘Unders’. The season was a roller coaster of great emotions, beginning with great highs out at Ivanhoe in April, yet enduring
disappointments in losing troops to season-ending injuries, namely Josh Sumura and Chris Ashen. Four of the lads were able to prepare themselves
for future years in playing with the seniors and they all acquitted themselves admirably, whilst the schools GGS, GC & MGS were able to generously
provide players during school holidays and beyond which was a fantastic result for both club and our players and something the club should look to
continue for future years. Thanks must go to all the coaching and support at Old Geelong but especially to Frank Dunell for his guidance and
leadership across the club. Alex McKenzie was very professional in her physio duties and the lads loved having her around, whilst Peter Lemon,
premiership photographer, captured every moment across the year in still.
The support of the parents has been fantastic throughout the year, with many volunteering their services to wave the flags during the depths of
July or driving the extra mile to ensure their boys could wear the hoops. We would like to make special mention of Cathie Kemp for introducing the
“Parents Morning Tea” which was a great initiative that the Club will further invest in next year. Although things did not look great at quarter time
of the Grand Final, all the parents and supporters were willing to get out to the huddle, encourage and support their boys to slowly turn things
around and continue to give their best efforts and for that we thank you. To all the boys that played for the “OGS Unders” this year, we thank you!
You really are a fantastic group of young men and what you were able to achieve in the 2012 football year is a great credit to you as a group.

12
Current school kids whom played u19’s

47
Players rotated through the U19’s side in 2012

65
Goals kicked by Karey Taylor for the year

OGFC UNDER 19 PREMIERSHIPS (2): 2009 (North 2 Section), 2012 (North Section)

CLUB XVIII – Andrew Catchlove (Clubbies Coach)
What more can be said about the season for the Clubbies in 2012? Only two games were lost for the season, both to the Hawthorn Spartans.
Ironically, it was the Hawthorn Spartans who were on the losing end of our match on Grand Final Day where we ultimately took the prize that was
so well deserved. There are many hands that help the OGS, and in particular to keep the Clubbies, get rolling along so I'd like thank the other
coaches, particularly Chris Rubick with whom I worked closely. The entire OGS committee who did a power of work from an organisational point of
view, particularly Jimmy Legoe, Tommy Betts & Hamish McInnes. The team sponsor, InFront Media, who paid our way into some lovely new
hooped jumpers that looked so good, particularly on Grand Final Day.
To my old mate, co-conspirator and captain Nick Smith (pictured left);
we hatched a plan to win a flag over some beers and somehow it
came off. A big thanks to all the volunteers who helped out in doing a
great job during the year, especially Tommy Claeys and Juz Lewis.
Finally congratulations to the players, in particular Timmy Bayles for
th
winning our Best & Fairest and playing his 200 game, but to all the
players who helped make season 2012 the most successful in the
history of the Club XVIII.
Thanks to one and all who came down to support us during the finals
campaign and we'll see you again in 2013.

1
American that played at the OGS (Zac Taylor)

53

201

Points that the Clubbies won GF by

Career games played by Tim Bayles

OGFC CLUB XVIII PREMIERSHIPS (1): 2012 (Section 2)

2012 OLD GEELONG AWARDS
Congratulations to all of our Award winners for season 2012, particularly Colby O’Brien whom won the Club B&F for the second year in a row:

50 GAME PLAYERS
Dave Andrew, Josh Hoevenaars, Tom Lyons, Gus Macdonald, Jack McPherson, Jack Merrin, Matt Morris, Nick O’Hare, Ed Stevens, Jimmy Wright

200 GAME PLAYERS – MacMillan, Brocksopp, Mollard, Jackson, Vickers-Willis, Avery, Malpas, Lansdell, Bayles

NETBALL – Ginnie Hope-Johnstone (Netball Club President)
The year end is closing in and so too is the netball season, which means one thing……….finals. The consistency of OGS Black playing at Albert Park
will again see them play finals and may well potentially see them take out their second premiership for 2012. Key goal shooter Liz Orum is working
off an average of 17 goals per game to reap the rewards of the winning 4 points each week.
Sadly it has been a different story with OGS Red and OGS Blue who have found the competition in Divisions 1 and 3 at Prahran tougher than normal
in comparison to past years. Both teams have been disheartened with injuries. OGS Blue saw their key player Rosie Wilson go down with an ACL
injury in the first week of play, however it has given the likes of new players Annie Salter and Caz Atkins a chance to get their fair share of the ball
throughout the centre and defence.
OGS Red new comer Mel Philip has also been sidelined for the
remainder of the season with a sprained ankle. Although it’s holiday
season and team Captain Bec Cameron is off Fly Fishing in New Zealand
(see below), OGS Red is hopeful to carry through to the end of the
season with a couple of wins on the board.
If successful, our finals hopefuls OGS Black will be playing in the
preliminary final at Wesley College on Punt Rd on Wednesday December
th
4 .
Further details will be confirmed and updated on the website
www.oldgeelong.com.au at a closer date, followed by the netball
awards night. If you would like to join the OGS netball, please contact
Ginnie Hope-Johnstone at ghopejohnstone@elitesports.com.au or 0422
188 808 prior to December 1, 2012.

CRICKET – Roly Imhoff (Cricket Club President)
The OGS Need Cricketers! - Season 2012/13 will be a historic season for both the MCC club XI competition and Old Geelong Cricket Club. Firstly
with the addition of some new clubs and teams the competition is splitting into two divisions for the first time in its 115 year history. As part of this
we have entered a second side to play in Division two with our first team in Division 1.
This will provide plenty of opportunities for OGS to play more cricket no matter what level they want to do it on. So if you're interested in playing
this year whether it be one game or a whole season get in touch with me (Roly Imhoff - 0419 003 264), or Charlie Fairbairn, James Ratcliffe or Rob
Hunter and let us know.
The fixtures for both divisions plus results from previous years can be seen on our website which is: http://oldgeelongcc.vic.cricket.com.au/.
Round one kicked off with the 1sts playing Old Trinity on Saturday 20th October and the 2nds also playing Old Trinity on Sunday 21st (both at
Trinity's playing fields in Bulleen). Go OGS!

OGFC FOUNDATION
The Foundation was incorporated in 2009 and its purpose is to provide a corpus of funds which is used exclusively to ensure that the Old Geelong
Football Club is forever financially sound. Trustees are John McInnes (AOM), Deryk Stephens, Trevor King, Michael Gretton-Watson and
Hamish McInnes.
The Foundation will not use capital contributed to fund the normal day to day functions of the Club unless it is facing a period of financial
difficulty. It is hoped that revenue generated from the Foundation’s investments will assist where necessary the running of the Club and, over
time, reduce the financial burden of supporters and players alike.
The foundation and its concept were first marketed at the Legends Dinner earlier this year and we have had an overwhelming response. If you are
interested in contributing or bequeathing funds to the OGFC Foundation, please contact Hamish McInnes on 0457 507 050.

OGFC FOUNDATION BALANCE = $12,531

2012 OGFC PIVOT CLUB
This year saw a continued progression in the support and participation in OGFC Pivot Club events. We were pleased so see members reach 149 this
year, a 32% increase vs. 2011 and a 50% increase since 2009. We remain on track to hit our target of 200 next year with another 30% lift, and we
look forward to your support once again in 2013. The two lunches this year were both sell outs with a combined 260 people in attendance, clearly
a new record for two lunches. Next year, in combination with our ongoing membership drive, we may look to expand to three lunches in order to
accommodate the strong demand. If anyone would like to be part of the Pivot committee in 2013 please contact Lachie Stevens on 0419 305 519
or Lachie@lachstocktrading.com. The more help to drive members and co-ordinate the lunches the better.
Our first lunch saw a packed house entertained by the one and only Frank Costa (pictured below left), who provided great insight into the near
collapse and subsequent rebuild of the Geelong Football Club to the powerhouse it is today less than 15 years later. The second Pivot Lunch was
also a sell out and we were again privileged to a number of stories from Paul Sheehan, including; his time as a test cricketer, as house and
headmaster, as a college student (during which certain rumours about his billiard’s skills were quashed) and more recently as President of the MCC
where the challenges of fitting 15,000 new applications for membership each year into the books continues to be a number one priority.

We would like to thank all those who signed up as members in 2012 and they remain a great forum for past players, parents and supporters to reunite and talk about the history of this great club. We would also like to thank Frank Herd and Hamish MacGowan for their ongoing sponsorship of
the lunches in the form of one of the best pairings of red this world has, being red meat and red wine. Thanks to all those helpers who have been
wrangled into helping set up and pack up the tables and to the girls behind the bar for keeping everyone hydrated. Thank you to Ruth VickersWillis and the Occasional Foods team, for her high level catering as usual and to Mitch Costin and for supplying all the equipment again this year.
Lastly, thank you to our out-going OGFC Club President for helping build the membership base and profile of the Pivot Club, he steps down leaving
the Club in arguably the best state it has ever been. Thank you.
Ag-Spread
Graeme & Kerry Goldsworthy
Mark & Karen Forster
Rex Gorell
Trevor & Tina King

Bennison Mackinnon Pty Ltd
InFront Media
Michael Gretton-Watson (Ingrams)
Richard Rice (Ryco Corporation)
United Forklifts (Murray Mountjoy)

2012 OGFC PLATINUM PIVOT MEMBERS
Betts Family
John & Beverley Joyce
Old Geelong Collegians Association
Sandy Hunter & Family
Wayne & Meryn Ratcliffe

Jim Allen
Chris & Prue Catchlove
James Cole
Graeme Dickson
Sandy Gilbert
Peter & Jenny Holland
Andrew Johnstone
Jimmy Legoe
Garth Manton
Daniel O'Brien
Caz Power
Robert H.C. Seymour
Rob Stewart
Rick Whalley

John Armytage
Andrew Chirnside
Ben Couch
Ben Dunn
Matt Goldsworthy
Lou Hope
Neil Kearney
Graham & Kay Long
Hamish McInnes
Simon O'Brien
Peter & Di Power
Rod Slattery
Michael & Julie Teague
Ian & Sal Whiting

2012 OGFC GOLD PIVOT MEMBERS
Mark Avery
Peter Chomley
Michael Crawford
Henry Edgar
Cullen Gunn
Steve & Julie Hope-Johnstone
John Keillor
Tim Loveless
John McInnes
Lew & Di Officer
Andrew Ramsay
Rob & Jane Southey
Michael Verge
Nigel Wood

Bruce Allender
Cath Bell & Bruce Allen
Jo Breadmore
Michael Davis
Dr Scott Jenkins
Christopher Koren
Sam Long
Dannye & Noela Merrin
David O'Brien
Charles & Leanne Rockefeller
Lachie Teague
Peter Winter

Stuart Anderson
Rob Bennett
Reg Bright
Bryan Grills
Huwy Jones
Barrie Laws
Jon Malpas
Catherine Middlemiss
Alby Park
Tom Seymour
Stuart Timms

2012 OGFC GENERAL MEMBERS
Charlie Atkins
Jock Bing
Rod Brown
Gavin Henderson
Steve Jones
Henry Legoe
John Manton
David Mims
Archie Paton
Sam Sholl
James Urquhart

Frank & Susie Herd
Jon & Popsy Mollard
Old Geelong Grammarian Association
Simon & Jennie Reed
Wilsons Real Estate

Goodway Printing
Lachstock Consulting (Lachie Stevens)
Peter Lemon
The Arcadia Hotel
Windsor Community Bank

Arch Bayles
Peter N Clarke
Richard de Crespigny
Matt Edmonds
Bruce Harwood
Sandy Hutton
Barry & Sue Lansdell
Linc & Penny Lyons
Michael Moore
Andrew Perry
Chris Renwick
Bruce Spiden
Michael Vickers-Willis

Adrian Bell
Roger Cleary
Rob & Sarah de Fegely
Will & Chris Fairbairn
Chris & Pauleen Head
Tim Jackson
Bob & Rosie Legoe
Hugh & Jane Macdonald
Guy Nevett
Tony Poolman
David Ross-Edwards
Deryk Stephens
Chris Webster

Sal Bayles
Simon Bones
Jo Cantor
Pru Hunter
Tim Killworth
Tom & Pat Legoe
David McFarlane
Tony Mollard
Nick Power
Bill Slattery
Mark Vickers-Willis

Nick Bayne
Andrew Bostock
John Cleary
Andrew Jamieson
Al King
Hugh Lockie
Dougal McInnes
Dougal Morrison
Chris Reid
Alex Southey
Eddie Wilson

On behalf of the above members, a big thank you to Lachie Stevens for his tireless work as President of the Old Geelong Pivot Club.

OGFC NON-PLAYING MEMBERS = 149 (Target is to get this to 200)

SPONSORS
Sponsorship is major source of revenue for the Club and we are extremely appreciative of those who back the Old Geelong Football Club. Bennison
Mackinnon continued on as our major sponsor, whilst we are also grateful for the ongoing support of our two feeder schools the Old Geelong
Collegians Association and Old Geelong Grammarians Association as key sponsors of our two Pivot Luncheons. We also thank the various other
sponsors (pictured below) for their contributions and we especially welcomed the new sponsors in 2012 being Ag-Spread, The Arcadia, inFront
Media, Goodway Print Group and United.

MATCHDAY HELPERS
It would be remiss of us not to make mention of our volunteers whom assisted with various roles on match days this year. Whilst there is far too
many to mention individually, your efforts did not go unnoticed as filling these roles has never been an easy task at the OGS - including boundary
umpire, goal umpire, interchange steward, team manager, runner, water boy/girl, time keeper, scoreboard attendant, match day
manager……….(the list goes on)! Hopefully, we can add to this list of volunteers for season 2013.

THE OGS ARE MORE THAN A FOOTBALL CLUB…………WE ARE A SPORTING COMMUNITY

OGS ONLINE
We have made a conscious effort to regularly update our Club website on a more regular basis through 2012 as we look to increase our online connection with the
OGs community. As a further means of keeping everyone abreast of the latest OGS news, the Club has expanded online:

OGS WEBSITE – www.oldgeelong.com.au

TWITTER – follow us @OldGeelong

FACEBOOK – like “Ol’ Geelong Football-Club”

Linkedin – connect with us at Old Geelong FC (OGFC)

If you have any thoughts on how our online presence can be improved or have anything that you would like posted online, please email oldgeelongfc@gmail.com.

CONFIRM CONTACT DETAILS
The Club continues to outsource our database to Clubdata whom manage this via their automated online system. To ensure that we can stay in
contact with you and all of our other supporters, we request that you update your details via the Club website whenever they change.
If you haven’t updated your details with the OGS this year, please do so via the link on the right hand side of the Club’s homepage:

www.oldgeelong.com.au

Thanks to Peter Lemon for majority of the photo’s (all of the good ones anyway!) contained within this edition of the OGS Newsletter.

WWW.OLDGEELONG.COM.AU

